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 The show ran for six seasons until its cancellation on March . On March , it was announced that Lifetime was renewing the series for a seventh season. The show aired its 100th episode on August  and its final episode aired on March 2, 2018. It is reported that the final episode may be distributed in Blu-ray and DVD forms. Contents Premise The series revolves around the lives of the four girls, Aria
Montgomery (Lucy Hale), Emily Fields (Shay Mitchell), Spencer Hastings (Troian Bellisario) and Hanna Marin (Ashley Benson), who use their dual plans of a plan-obsessed schemer and a supposed "A-list" girl into getting what they want—the others seem to have forgotten about their plan once they realize what's going on. Plot The first season revolves around the lives of the four girls, Aria

Montgomery (Lucy Hale), Emily Fields (Shay Mitchell), Spencer Hastings (Troian Bellisario) and Hanna Marin (Ashley Benson). Aria is a Mona Vanderwaal (Miranda Cosgrove) double-crossing liar, and the person who discovered this and who first brought the girls together as friends. Emily, Spencer and Hanna are all members of an elite, and mysterious group of "A-listers". The girls reveal that
Aria is Mona's sister; her mother left them to become a police officer after she caught her husband having an affair. She has also kept secret from them that she was pregnant with their half-brother, Ezra. Aria's boyfriend, Toby Cavanaugh (Keegan Allen), is the father of her unborn baby. Aria plans to kill Mona for unknown reasons. When she attempts to do so, she learns that she had been lying all

along, when she saw Mona taking Toby's phone from him and the latter's ex-girlfriend, Paige McCullers (Lindsey Shaw), reveals that she is the only one of the girls who has met the mysterious "A", whom she describes as "someone who knows everything" and "the girl I've been looking for". After this incident, the girls decide to meet her together, but she suggests they do so at Rosewood Day, where
they had all been together as students at Rosewood High. There, they meet Alison DiLaurentis (Sasha Pieterse), their classmate and foster sister, who 82157476af
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